Vw jetta 2010 headlight bulb

Featuring a bright white light using blue cap bulb and blue glass coating, Philips CrystalVision
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Purchase. I ordered these for my Jetta. They required special adapters, which I had to order
separately. The adapters also a Lasfit product are total garbage and almost impossible to install
correctly. I could get the lights in, but then as soon as I would adjust the angle you8 have to
twist the bulb to adjust the beam angle the entire assembly would pop out. Admittedly, any
vehicle that accepts a standard H7 probably won't have these problems, but any car that
requires an adapter will not be a good match for these bulbs. They are so bright, that it actually
makes it hard to read speed limit signs at night because the reflection bounces right back into
your eyes. Forget driving in fog with these things Every oncoming car thinks you're being a jerk
and flashes or just blazes you with their high beams It's ridiculous. These are probably fine for a
high beam light bulb, but I would never buy another set for a low beam bulb application. Add to
that how nearly impossible they are to install and adjust and they are definitely not worth the
hassle. I ended up swapping them back out for some Xenon bulbs today. They were less
expensive and don't give me any of the headaches these cheapo LEDs had. It was very
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